
1. Teach the Word Well

3. Use the Loop Creatively

2. Set the Text Cleanly

Does your GIF accurately and clearly teach the vocabulary word?

Does the GIF’s looping help better teach the word?

Is the text easy-to-read and unobtrusive?

A GIF’s educational accuracy and merit is the most important judging 

criteria used to determine winners. Be sure to correctly demonstrate 

the meaning of the word.

GIFs are unique because they loop endlessly. To use this to your advantage, find 

ways that the looping can help reinforce or add clarity to the teaching of the word. 

Choose text that is legibile and helpful to learning the word. In most 

cases, emphasizing the vocabulary word by making it bigger, bolder, 

and/or a more vibrant color while making the descriptive information 

less emphasized is effective.

If you looked at this GIF without seeing the text, what would you think the 
word would be? Because of the  clever crafting, one can figure out from the 

arrangement of pandas and their actions that the word may be pandemonium.

Liam’s “Panda Pandemonium”, Joyful GIFS Grand Prize Winner

The text sets an elegant, silent atmosphere while remaining 

highly readable. 

JohnMichaelec’s “Placid” GIF The Weather Report Grand Prize Winner

The creative looping of this GIF reinforces how formidable the warrior is by showing the endless 

number of foes he is easily warding off. 

Melior’s “Overwhelming Power” GIF, Game On! Grand Prize Winner

THREE STEPS TO CREATING A

WINNING GIF ENTRY

Ready to win? Click here for our running contests. 

https://projected.com/contests/open
https://projected.com/users/749
https://projected.com/users/706
https://projected.com/users/1920


GIF EXAMPLES

The Complete Guide to Making 
Animated Gifs

Mobile App for Making GIFS

How to Make a GIF Using Photoshop

Irate

Repulsive

Pensive

Regenerate

MAKE A GIF
LEARN HOW TO

Help us make this guide better. Click here and post your thoughts and sugggestions in the forum!

ProjectEd

http://lifehacker.com/the-complete-guide-to-making-animated-gifs-1503276993
http://lifehacker.com/the-complete-guide-to-making-animated-gifs-1503276993
http://gifstory.co/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrY5jzX6YZg
http://31.media.tumblr.com/3bf57924cf31024e781e120573424d13/tumblr_mtpcl1lVlc1s8twh3o1_1280.gif
http://31.media.tumblr.com/cc95958550c25e3055729f32f427cac6/tumblr_mtpdomqHwC1s8twh3o1_400.gif
http://25.media.tumblr.com/c17b11ac93c71b62225216271f5dba88/tumblr_mtpcvuChBd1s8twh3o1_500.gif
http://25.media.tumblr.com/46f25408a47cfb86b1d259918bdbec4e/tumblr_mtpdl4dP6L1s8twh3o1_400.gif
http://community.projected.com/
http://www.projected.com

